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Abstract

With the increasing demand for online banking lack of security in the system has been felt due to a tremendous increase in fraudulent activities. Facial recognition is one of the numerous ways that banks can increase security and accessibility. This paper proposes to inspect the use of facial recognition for login and for banking purposes. The potency of our system is that it provides strong security, username and password verification, face recognition and pin for a successful transaction. Multilevel Security of this system will reduce problems of cyber-crime and maintain the safety of the internet banking system. The end result is a strengthened authentication system that will escalate the confidence of customers in the banking sector.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years, banking process was done inside the large rooms of building which was brisk task for both the customers and the banking staff but now people are using online banking as opposed of visiting the bank which grant ease for customers to perform transactions. The face recognition becomes the more important topic in computer vision [1]. In this paper, we propose to inspect the use of facial recognition for login and for banking purposes. The main motive of the proposed system is to provide secured banking transactions to the end users [2] and is to limit banking frauds and fraudulent activities.

According to [3], financial institutions must have effective and reliable methods to authenticate their customers. This paper proposes an authentication system that we designed it by combining two parts: - first part is face recognition and the second part is the Banking system. We are using Python language and OpenCV library for designing the face recognition and MySQL for the bank records. In this System, when user is trying to open his/her account firstly it will recognize the user’s face and trying to match that this user is the correct one or fake by matching with faces data stored in the database. Once the face
is recognized, further process will carry out like or making transactions. Our main Objective for the proposed system is to develop fully functional face authentication system for secure banking.

2. Methodology

Working of our face authentication system contains three parts: image acquisition, training model and recognition and banking system contains bank databases.

2.1. Image Acquisition

Before any recognition can even be attempted, the system must acquire an image of the subject with sufficient quality [4] to detect and recognize the face. First, we acquire 100 images from webcam of 136×136 pixels per user and then we convert these images into grayscale as it is separating the luminance plane from the chrominance planes. Luminance is also more important for distinguishing visual features in an image.

2.2. Training the Model

After image acquisition, we convert them into matrix and assigned the specific matrix with a label and after that we will create a LBPH face recognizer model and will train it with image matrix with their correlated labels and will save along with the process.

2.3. Recognition

After getting the XML record of the training data set utilizing python. We have used OpenCV which presents a Haar cascade classifier [5], [6]. The Haar cascade classifier and training recognizer will be used for face recognition. The pre-trained model will be provided by the real time frame of the user and the model will predict the label and the confidence score. If the confidence scores are appropriate the user will be authenticated else marked as unknown.

![Flowchart of Face Recognition](image_url)

*Figure 1. Flowchart of Face Recognition*
2.4. Bank Database

We have divided bank database into two tables: first one will hold the account details of the users like account number, username, pin, banking password etc. And the next part will hold the details of transaction that will take place with proper information so the user will be provided with bank statement. We used MySQL for creating bank database [8-18].

![Database Transaction Sequence](image1)

**Figure 2.** Database Transaction Sequence

3. System Architecture and Implementation

3.1. Entity Relationship

![UML Diagram of Proposed System](image2)

**Figure 3.** UML Diagram of Proposed System
3.4. Implementation

![Flowchart of Implementation](image)

3.3. Working

- Firstly, user has to create a new account.
- Now user has to enter username and password and if does not matched, error will be generated and access will be denied.
- Now user’s real time face will go through recognition process.
- If user is recognized, according to their corresponding username the user will be logged in otherwise the access is denied.
- After login user get permit to use services.

4. System Elements

4.1. Account Creation

New users using the application for the first time can create a new account by filling out a form [7] that requires basic information required like account number, password, username, contact number etc. And upload their photos through webcam and then confirming this will upload the bank database and images database and then the user can login.

4.2. Login into Account

After completing all procedure in creating an account now the user has to fill the username or account number column and web camera will be open and capture the user’s image and matches with images from database and if it recognizes the user then it grants the access of his/her account otherwise it will be marked as unknown user.
4.3. Services

When user successfully logged in into his/her account, then services interface appears which includes Balance enquiry in which user can check the amount in his/her account, Mini Statement is a service which tells the user about his/her recent transactions made to their account, Transfer Funds is a service by which user can make online transactions rapid and secure, Regenerate ATM pin is a service from which user can reset its forgotten pin or the pin he/she wants to change etc.

5. Results

Our proposed system provides multilevel security, username and password verification, face recognition and a pin for successful transaction. Users have three chances from which access is denied. The system uses two reliable databases for user authentication and two databases are Bank database and Image database. The efficiency of our proposed system can be evaluated on the basis of accuracy rate and response time.

Testing is done 600 times out of which 575 times system authenticated as genuine user and the rest 25 times known user were recognized as unknown, so the accuracy rate comes out to be 94.1%. The average time taken for acquiring 100 frames per user is 30 seconds, for training the model per user is 19 seconds, to recognize user is 3 seconds and to make a successful transaction is less than 3 seconds.
Figure 7. Login Interface

Figure 8. Unknown User
Conclusion

Nowadays demand of online banking is spiking constantly with which cyber-crime, online scams, banking frauds are also increasing. Our proposed system uses face recognition features to make net banking systems more secure for authentication as the facial id cannot be hacked or stolen. This system is a well-built method of authentication and verification as it is uniquely bound to individuals, it will build customer pleasure and lonesome the utilization of money. Multilevel Security of this system will reduce problems of the cyber-crime and maintain the safety of internet banking system.
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